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Summary
In sensory hair cells of the inner ear, mechanical am-
plification of small stimuli requires fast adaptation,
the rapid closing of mechanically activated transduc-
tion channels. In frog and mouse vestibular hair cells,
we found that the rate of fast adaptation depends on
both channel opening and stimulus size and that it is
modeled well as a release of a mechanical element in
series with the transduction apparatus. To determine
whether myosin-1c molecules of the adaptation motor
are responsible for the release, we introduced the
Y61G mutation into the Myo1c locus and generated
mice homozygous for this sensitized allele. Measur-
ing transduction and adaptation in the presence of
NMB-ADP, an allele-specific inhibitor, we found that
the inhibitor not only blocked slow adaptation, as
demonstrated previously in transgenic mice, but also
inhibited fast adaptation. These results suggest that
mechanical activity of myosin-1c is required for fast
adaptation in vestibular hair cells.
Introduction
The inner ear enhances detection of low-amplitude
sounds by amplifying them. In the mammalian cochlea,
outer hair cells boost small signals with the cochlear
amplifier (Davis, 1983). Although outer hair cells require
somatic electromotility for amplification (Liberman et
al., 2002), a similar signal enhancement in nonmamma-
lian vertebrates is accomplished by the mechanically
sensitive hair bundle (Fettiplace and Ricci, 2003). Bun-
dle mechanisms operate in the mammalian cochlea
too; when mechanically stimulated, bundles of outer*Correspondence: jeffholt@virginia.edu (J.R.H.); gillespp@ohsu.
edu (P.G.G.)
5 These authors contributed equally to this work.
6 Present address: Brain Science Institute, RIKEN, Wako 351-
0198, Japan.hair cells exert large forces, which may be coupled to
cochlear amplification (Kennedy et al., 2005).
The hair bundle performs mechanotransduction in
the ear. By stretching elastic gating springs (Corey and
Hudspeth, 1983), mechanical displacements of the hair
bundle rapidly open cation-selective transduction chan-
nels; these channels then close on fast (a few milli-
seconds or less) and slow (tens of milliseconds) time
scales (Holt and Corey, 2000). Slow adaptation occurs
when the molecular motor myosin-1c (Myo1c) reduces
tension applied to the channels (Holt et al., 2002). When
tension is high, a cluster of Myo1c molecules—the adap-
tation-motor complex—slips down the actin cytoskele-
ton, reducing tension; by contrast, when tension is low,
the Myo1c molecules climb stereocilia actin filaments
to restore tension (Gillespie and Cyr, 2004).
Fast adaptation is thought to be the electrical corre-
late of bundle mechanical amplification (Fettiplace and
Ricci, 2003). The prevailing model for fast adaptation
suggests that Ca2+, entering through an open transduc-
tion channel, binds to or near the channel and causes
it to close; this mechanism changes the relationship be-
tween gating-spring tension and Po such that channels
require more force to open (Howard and Hudspeth,
1988). Negative mechanical movements of the bundle
in response to force stimuli support this channel-reclo-
sure model (Benser et al., 1996; Ricci et al., 2000, 2002).
However, three unexpected results do not support the
model: Ca2+ dependence of the swing of the channel’s
gate (Martin et al., 2000), biphasic mechanical response
to transepithelial current pulses (Bozovic and Huds-
peth, 2003), and polarity of large bundle forces exerted
by outer hair cells during fast adaptation (Kennedy et
al., 2005). In an alternative model, a component of the
transduction apparatus becomes more compliant or re-
leases (Bozovic and Hudspeth, 2003; Martin et al.,
2003); the resulting reduction of tension then allows the
channels to close rapidly, also explaining the mechani-
cal results. In this release model, the relationship be-
tween tension and Po remains constant.
We sought to distinguish between these two models
for fast adaptation. We found that, in frog and mouse
vestibular hair cells, slow adaptation is proportionally
slower for small displacements. In addition, a reciprocal
relationship between the extents of fast and slow adap-
tation suggests that both reduce gating-spring tension.
These findings are consistent with the release model
but not with the channel-reclosure model.
Moreover, Myo1c seems to play an integral role in
fast adaptation. First, the rate of fast adaptation is af-
fected by the Myo1c allele expressed in hair cells. Sec-
ond, NMB-ADP, an allele-specific inhibitor of a mutant
Myo1c, rapidly blocks fast adaptation. These results
lead us to conclude that fast adaptation depends upon
Myo1c activity and likely arises from a rapid conforma-
tional change in the motor that relieves tension and al-
lows transduction channels to close in a Ca2+-depen-
dent manner.
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vFast and Slow Positive Adaptation
tin Frog Hair Cells
cThe two models for fast adaptation predict different
prates of slow adaptation for small displacements. Be-
mcause the adaptation motor behaves viscously (Howard
sand Hudspeth, 1987; Assad and Corey, 1992), the rate
vof slow adaptation should be proportional to the ten-
sion applied to the motor. In the channel-reclosure
imodel for fast adaptation, rapid channel closure short-
tens the mechanical chain connecting the motor to the
dgating spring, tensing the spring; therefore, elevated
ctension should increase the rate of positive adaptation
tin response to small stimuli (Figure 1B). Moreover, the
mdistance the motor moves—the extent of slow adapta-
ttion—also should increase, because the motor must
m
slip farther down the stereociliary actin filaments to re-
i
duce tension to its steady-state level. a
By contrast, in the release model, fast adaptation (
lengthens the mechanical chain connected to the gat- f
ing spring; the resulting reduction in tension should (
then decrease the rate of slow adaptation (Figure 1C). a
Fast adaptation thus diminishes the extent of slow i
adaptation; if the lengthening induced by the release is
larger than the stimulus amplitude, no slow adaptation X
will ensue. In both models, slow adaptation approaches 2
linear viscous behavior with larger-sized stimuli. t
We tested these models by measuring fast and slow d
adaptation for a range of mechanical displacements in s
15 bullfrog saccule hair cells. We stimulated hair cells b
with stiff glass probes, which allowed us to avoid the w
complications of cooperative transduction-channel gat- X
ing and time-dependent bundle movements. For each t
fcell, we first measured the current-displacement curve,Figure 1. Two Models for Fast Adaptation
(A) Mechanical model for transduction appa-
ratus. Four mechanical elements are in-
cluded: an elastic gating spring, a channel
with a swinging gate, a release element, and
an adaptation motor. Note that, although the
gating spring is depicted here to be the tip
link, present evidence locates it elsewhere
(Gillespie et al., 2005), although still mechan-
ically in series. When the channel is open,
the mechanical chain is lengthened; when it
is closed, the chain is shortened. The release
element lengthens the mechanical chain
when unfolded. The motor is modeled as a
purely viscous element; force production by
the adaptation motor is assumed to be con-
stant and is not depicted. After Howard and
Hudspeth (1987).
(B) Channel-reclosure model. A positive me-
chanical stimulus (Xs) stretches the gating
spring to open the channel. Fast adaptation
occurs when Ca2+ enters, binds on or near
the channel, and forces the channel to close. Increased tension in the gating spring occurring due to channel closing raises the tension felt
by the adaptation motor and hence increases the rate of slow adaptation. (Bottom) Hypothetical adaptation rates. Over most of the displace-
ment range, because the adaptation motor exhibits purely viscous behavior, the rate is linear with displacement; over the range where fast
adaptation develops, however, the rate of slow adaptation is relatively higher for small displacements because of increased tension (*).
(C) Release model. Ca2+ entering an open channel binds to the release element, lengthening the mechanical chain in series with the channel
and gating spring. Reduced tension decreases the channel’s Po. (Bottom) Because the release reduces the force applied to the adaptation
motor, for small displacements, the slow adaptation rate is reduced relative to purely viscous behavior (*). Models where Ca2+ changes the
stiffness of a mechanical element in series with the channel are formally similar to the release model.hich describes the activation of transduction chan-
els in response to a stimulus. We follow previous con-
ention (Eatock et al., 1987) by defining adaptation as
he time-dependent shift of the current-displacement
urve along the displacement axis, not channel closing
er se; for example, for very large bundle displace-
ents, when channels are mostly open, a substantial
hift of the current-displacement curve can occur with
ery little change in open probability.
To measure the progress of adaptation, we used the
nferred-shift method (Shepherd and Corey, 1994). In
his method, the transduction current at every point
uring an adapting stimulus is mapped back onto the
urrent-displacement curve to determine Xe(t), the adap-
ive shift or extent of adaptation. The validity of the
ethod rests on the assumption that, during adapta-
ion, neither the size nor shape of the current-displace-
ent curve changes (Shepherd and Corey, 1994). Sim-
lar to previous results in hair cells of the frog (Shepherd
nd Corey, 1994; Cheung and Corey, 2005) and mouse
Holt et al., 1997, 2002; Vollrath and Eatock, 2003), we
ound that this assumption holds in our experiments
see Figures S1A and S1B in the Supplemental Data
vailable online). The inferred-shift method is described
n detail in Figure S1C.
We separated fast and slow adaptation by fitting the
e(t) data with double-exponential functions (Figure
B), allowing us to calculate independent fast and slow
ime constants for each stimulus (see Figure S2 for vali-
ation of the fitting routine). The adaptive shift in re-
ponse to each stimulus size was therefore described
y individual values of time constants, τfast and τslow, as
ell as final amplitudes (adaptation extent) Xe(fast) and
e(slow). Note that the inferred-shift method gives us the
emporal resolution necessary to accurately separate
ast and slow adaptation.
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slow slowFigure 2. Separation of Fast and Slow Adaptation in Frog and
Mouse Hair Cells
(A and G) Examples of transduction currents in frog saccule hair
cells (A) and mouse utricle hair cells (G) in response to mechanical
displacements of 150 ms (frog) or 250 ms (mouse). Color scheme
of currents is same as in (B) and (H).
(B and H) Extent of adaptation as a function of time [Xe(t)] from
currents in (A) and (G) using the inferred-shift method. Data were
fit with double-exponential functions.
(C–F) Analysis of averaged data from 15 frog saccule hair cells.
(I–L) Analysis of averaged data from 31 pooled CD-1 and C57BL/6
mouse utricle hair cells.
(C and I) Average instantaneous current-displacement curves de-
rived by converting the peak transduction current into Po. Data
were fit with Equation S9 (Supplemental Data), a three-state Boltz-
mann function. Displacements were −0.4 to +0.8 m ([C], frog) or
−1 to +2 m ([I], mouse); only Po values from positive displace-
ments are displayed. Frog parameter values: Z01 = 67 fN, X01 = 0.13
m, Z02 = 20 fN, X02 = 0.019 m. Mouse parameter values: Z01 =
22 fN, X01 = 0.28 m, Z02 = 8.0 fN, X02 = 0.51 m.
(D and J) Average final extent of adaptation. Total extent was fit
with a straight line ([D], frog; slope = 0.85) or a second-order poly-
nomial ([J], mouse). For (D), fast extent was fit with Equation S5
(Supplemental Data); Xe(fast)N was the only free parameter and was
0.29 m. For (J), fast extent was fit with Equation S5, yielding anshift of the current-displacement curve (i.e., near-zero
Xe(fast)N of 0.76 m. Lines describing slow adaptation in (D) and (J)
are not fits, but instead are the total extent fit minus fast extent fit.
(E and K) Average time constants for adaptation. Slow adaptation
time constants were fit with a flat line (for frog, τslow = 26 ms; for
mouse, τslow = 56 ms). Fast adaptation time constants were fit with
Equation S6 (Supplemental Data).
(F and L) Average initial rate of adaptation (Xe/τ). Fast adaptation
data were fit with an equation of the form rate = kfast × Xe(fast),
where kfast is the rate constant for fast adaptation and depends on
displacement (E and K). Slow adaptation data were fit with Equa-
tion S8. For (F), k was 42 s−1. For (L), k was 22 s−1.Fast and slow adaptation were prominent in all cells
examined and, as previously noted (Hirono et al., 2004),
their properties were relatively stable over dialysis of 5
min or more. As described previously (Shepherd and
Corey, 1994), the total extent of adaptation—the shifts
of the current-displacement curves on fast and slow
time scales in response to an adapting stimulus—was
linear between 0 and 0.8 m (Figure 2D); the slope of
the displacement-extent curve (X#e(total)) was 0.85.
By contrast, the extent of fast adaptation saturated.
This result is predicted by both models; in the channel-
reclosure model, the extent depends on the relative free
energies of Ca2+-free and Ca2+-bound channels, while
in the release model, the extent depends on the length
of the release element. Notably, the dependence of fast
extent on stimulus size resembled that of the current-
displacement curve (Figure 2C). We fit fast-adaptation
extent data with a product of Xe(fast)N, the maximum
amplitude of the fast shift, and Po (see Equation S5 in
the Supplemental Data); the data were fit well and gave
Xe(fast)N of 0.29 m. This value is reported in tip coordi-
nates; conversion to the movement at the level of the
adaptation motor requires multiplication by the geo-
metrical gain γ (0.12–0.14 in frog; Jacobs and Huds-
peth, 1990). We interpret the observed dependence on
Po as a reflection of fast adaptation’s requirement for
Ca2+ entry during transduction (Fettiplace and Ricci,
2003).
At the largest stimulus amplitudes, τfast decreased
(Figure 2E). We fit the time constants as a function of
displacement with Equation S6 (see the Supplemental
Data), assuming that fast adaptation proceeds with two
rates: one independent of stimulus size (and hence in-
dependent of force) and the other force dependent. De-
spite the faster rate for large stimuli, the extent of fast
adaptation remained the same; this result suggested
that the dependence of extent on Po and of τfast on
force were different manifestations of a single process
that can be triggered by either Ca2+ or force. The de-
crease in τfast is consistent with the release model, as
force could directly cause the conformational shift pro-
ducing the release, but is inconsistent with the channel-
reclosure model, as larger forces in the gating spring
would be unlikely to speed channel closing. The dis-
tinct behavior of Xe(fast) and τfast produces a displace-
ment dependence for the initial rate of fast adaptation,
Xe(fast)/τfast (Figure 2F), that is more complex than that
diagrammed in Figure 1.
The response of slow adaptation to displacements
was markedly different. There was essentially no slow
Neuron
544extent of slow adaptation) for small Xs, and with larger T
aXs, the extent of slow adaptation became linear with Xs
(Figure 2D). In addition, τslow did not depend on stimu- R
slus size (Figure 2E).
The upward-curving slow-adaptation rate curve, in u
fwhich the rate of slow adaptation is near zero for small
displacements (Figure 2F, arrow in inset), is consistent h
swith the release model for fast adaptation (Figure 1C).
The slow rate was fit by assuming that the adaptation f
mmotor was a linearly viscous element that responds to
the difference between total and fast extent (Equation a
iS8 in the Supplemental Data). We interpret this relation-
ship as indicating that fast and slow adaptation com- t
vbine linearly to produce the final extent of adaptation:
because a release decreases tension, fast adaptation
creduces the force that drives slow adaptation. Equation
S8 (Supplemental Data) allowed an excellent fit of the i
ddata with a single free parameter, the rate constant for
slow adaptation, which was 42 s−1. a
t
rFast and Slow Positive Adaptation
tin Mouse Hair Cells
cTo determine the generality of these conclusions, we
fturned to hair cells of the mouse utricle (Figures 2G–
p2L). Although we initially analyzed data separately from
mthe outbred strain CD-1 and the inbred strain C57BL/6,
cwe found that transduction and adaptation properties
pwere sufficiently similar to pool the two datasets. The
trate of fast positive adaptation was significantly lower
pin mouse than in frog vestibular hair cells (Vollrath and
wEatock, 2003), both because of intrinsic differences be-
tween the two species and because mouse data were
acquired at a lower extracellular Ca2+ concentration
F(1.3 mM, versus 4 mM in frog hair cells). All of the fea-
atures of fast and slow adaptation that we identified in
Wfrog hair cells with the inferred-shift analysis were also
apresent in the mouse (Figures 2I–2L), although less
sprominent; for example, τfast decreased (from w12 ms
Wto <8 ms) with our largest stimuli (Figures 2K and 2L).
dMoreover, the extent of fast adaptation was propor-
ntional to Po, yielding an Xe(fast)N of 0.76 m; that this
tvalue is larger than that of frog is not surprising, given
wthe smaller value of γ in mouse (0.05). These results
dshow that fast positive adaptation in mouse vestibular
(hair cells is mechanistically similar to that in frog sac-
ccule hair cells, as shown previously (Vollrath and Ea-
atock, 2003).
cMoreover, the properties of slow positive adaptation
min mouse vestibular hair cells were similar to those in
0frog vestibular cells. The relation between displace-
sment and slow-adaptation rate in mouse was curved
tupward and was well fit with Equation S8, the model
aused for frog adaptation (Figure 2I, inset); the rate con-
sstant for slow adaptation was 22 s−1. Again, this result
cis most consistent with the release model for slow
adaptation.
cAs reported previously (Vollrath and Eatock, 2003),
pthe relationship between the total extent of adaptation
cand displacement in mouse hair cells was not linear
m(Figure 2J). Our data were fit well with a second-order
rpolynomial with positive parameter values and were
5consistent with an extent spring that decreases in stiff-
ness with increasing displacement. 0otal Extent Is Constant in Frog
nd Mouse Hair Cells
ates and extents of fast and slow adaptation varied
ubstantially from cell to cell, particularly in the mouse
tricle. We found no correlation between the rates of
ast and slow adaptation in individual frog or mouse
air cells (Figure 3A). By contrast, when we compared
lopes of linear fits to displacement-extent plots, we
ound a strong inverse correlation (R = 0.90 for all
ouse cells) between the slopes of the fast and slow
daptation plots in individual vestibular hair cells, even
n cells of different genotypes; a cell with a higher ex-
ent of fast adaptation had little slow adaptation and
ice versa (Figure 3B).
Because the slow and fast extents need not add to a
onstant value, the presence of the inverse correlation
s an important consideration. The release model pre-
icts this relationship because progression of fast
daptation reduces the force that drives slow adapta-
ion, and the adaptation motor need not slip as far to
educe tension. The channel-reclosure model predicts
he opposite: the extent of slow adaptation will in-
rease with more fast adaptation. Another explanation
or the plateau in slow adaptation rate for small dis-
lacements (Figures 2D and 2J) is that the adaptation
otor is deprived of Ca2+ because fast adaptation
loses channels. However, this explanation cannot ex-
lain the data of Figure 3B, since the adaptation ex-
ents were derived from data spanning the entire dis-
lacement range, not just over the narrow range in
hich channel closure might affect Ca2+ levels.
ast Phase of Negative Adaptation in Frog
nd Mouse Hair Cells
hen bundles are moved in the negative direction,
daptation responds to the reduced gating-spring ten-
ion by generating force, thereby restoring sensitivity.
e assessed negative adaptation by moving hair bun-
les sufficiently far in the negative direction that chan-
els stayed closed, despite adaptation; upon return of
he bundle to rest, an overshoot current developed
hose amplitude reflected the extent of adaptation
uring the stimulus (Figure 4A). As reported previously
Hirono et al., 2004), negative adaptation in frog hair
ells occurred in two phases, one fast and exponential
nd the second slower and linear (Figure 4B). In 12 frog
ells, the time constant for the fast phase was 10 ± 2
s, and its amplitude (in tip coordinates) was 0.12 ±
.02 m (initial rate of 12 m/s), while the rate of the
low linear phase was 0.97 ± 0.15 m/s. We conclude
hat the fast phase corresponds to reversal of the fast
daptation release (as Ca2+ entry is blocked), and the
low phase results from adaptation-motor myosins cy-
lically climbing the stereocilia actin cores.
Adaptation to negative steps in mouse vestibular hair
ells also showed fast exponential and slow linear
hases (Figures 4C and 4D). In 12 C57BL/6 control
ells, the time constant for the fast phase was 34 ± 13
s, and its amplitude was 0.27 ± 0.04 m; averaging
ates from individual cells, the initial rate was 18 ±
m/s. The rate of the slow linear phase was 0.38 ±
.10 m/s.
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of Fast and Slow Adaptation
(A) No correlation between fast and slow
adaptation rates measured in individual cells.
(B) Inverse correlation between fast and slow
adaptation extent slopes in individual cells.
For each cell, fast and slow extents were de-
termined over a range of displacements; the
slopes (dimensionless) of the resulting fast
and slow displacement-extent relations were
plotted for each cell. A linear fit to mouse
data (all genotypes: Y61G, C57BL/6, and
CD-1) is shown: slope, −1.18; y-intercept,
0.94; R = 0.90. Legend applies to (A) and (B).ample, N (2-methyl butyl) ADP (NMB-ADP) blocked
Figure 4. Negative Adaptation in Frog and Mouse Hair Cells
(A) Negative adaptation in a representative frog hair cell, assessed
with negative steps of −0.8 m for 10–110 ms in 10 ms increments
(indicated below). Channels closed completely (dotted line) during
the negative steps; upon return of the bundle to rest, a large re-
bound current developed that was proportional to the extent of
negative adaptation that occurred during the stimulus.
(B) Frog negative adaptation (average of 12 cells). Overshoot cur-
rents were converted to adaptation extent by comparison with the
current-displacement curve. Data points were fit with sum of expo-
nential and linear functions.
(C) Representative mouse (C57BL/6) hair cell subjected to increas-
ing-duration protocol (−1 m step).
(D) Mouse (C57BL/6) negative adaptation (average of 12 cells).
Overshoots were converted to extent and fit as in (B).Y61G Knockin
We used a chemical-genetic strategy (Holt et al., 2002)
to investigate the mechanism and molecule responsible
for fast adaptation. The release model could be satis-
fied if Myo1c itself dissociates from actin or changes
configuration rapidly in response to force and Ca2+
(Hudspeth and Gillespie, 1994; Bozovic and Hudspeth,
2003; Batters et al., 2004b). To allow us to specifically
and selectively arrest all Myo1c in stereocilia and pre-
vent its mechanical movements, we generated mice
with a targeted gene replacement that introduced the
Y61G mutation into both Myo1c alleles. This mutation
sensitizes Myo1c to N6-modified ADP analogs; for ex-
6Y61G-Myo1c activity while having little effect on wild-
type Myo1c (Gillespie et al., 1999). Although we pre-
viously generated a transgenic mouse expressing Y61G-
Myo1c (Holt et al., 2002), relatively poor expression of
the transgene ensured that wild-type Myo1c was the
majority of the myosin-1c protein in those mice. In our
studies of slow adaptation, the presence of a minority
of mutant Myo1c tightly bound to actin was sufficient
to arrest the movement of a plaque of Myo1c.
We introduced the Y61G mutation and a loxP-flanked
neomycin resistance cassette into a targeting construct
(Figure 5A), electroporated the construct into mouse
embryonic stem cells, and injected targeted ES cells
into blastocysts. We generated one chimeric mouse
that transmitted the Y61G mutation to subsequent
generations. Mice positive for Y61G were crossed
with mice expressing Cre recombinase to remove the
neomycin cassette (Figure 5B) and backcrossed to
C57BL/6 mice.
Myo1c levels in wild-type and homozygous Y61G
mice were nearly identical in all tissues examined (Fig-
ure 5C). Moreover, immunoblotting with an antibody
that specifically recognizes the Y61G mutant demon-
strated directly that Y61G-Myo1c was expressed in the
auditory and vestibular systems of Y61G mice (Fig-
ure 5D).
Mouse Y61G-Myo1c Is Inhibited by NMB-ADP
We previously used rat Myo1c to characterize the Y61G
mutation (Gillespie et al., 1999). Because mouse Myo1c
differs from rat Myo1c at several amino acid residues,
including residue 62 (Thr in rat, Ser in mouse), we rein-
vestigated the inhibition of Myo1c activity by NMB-
ADP. After expressing full-length wild-type and Y61G
mouse Myo1c using baculoviruses, we purified these
proteins and measured their ATPase activities. Y61G-
Myo1c hydrolyzed ATP with a slightly lower Km (9 ± 2
M; n = 4) than did WT-Myo1c (17 ± 5 M; n = 4).
NMB-ADP was a potent inhibitor of Y61G-Myo1c
ATPase activity. Inhibition of WT-Myo1c required more
than 150-fold more NMB-ADP (Ki = 119 ± 10 M; n = 4)
than was required for inhibition of Y61G-Myo1c (0.75 ±
0.10 M; n = 4) (Figure 5E), indicating that this mutant-
inhibitor combination is suitable for examination of the
function of mouse Myo1c.
The effect of NMB-ADP on mutant and wild-type
Myo1c also was assessed using an in vitro motility as-
Neuron
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(A) Targeting strategy. Sequence coding for the Y-to-G mutation at amino acid residue 61 was inserted, resulting in conversion of a Bgl II
restriction site to BamH I. The loxP-flanked neomycin-resistance cassette was introduced into a large intron between exons 4 and 5.
(B) Southern blot demonstrating successful targeting and Neo removal. DNA from homozygous wild-type, Y61G/Neo, or Y61G mice was
digested with BamH I and detected with a 3# probe (indicated in [A]).
(C) Immunoblot analysis of Myo1c expression in tissues of wild-type and Y61G mice. Equal amounts of total protein from wild-type or
homozygous Y61G mice from the indicated tissues were loaded. Myo1c position (w120 kDa) indicated.
(D) Immunoblot analysis with anti-Y61G-Myo1c, selective for the mutant sequence. Equal amounts of total protein from wild-type or homozy-
gous Y61G mice were loaded on the same gel. Cochlea lanes were exposed to film for 20 s and vestibule lanes for 120 s.
(E) Inhibition of ATPase activity by NMB-ADP. Wild-type and Y61G Myo1c were expressed with baculovirus and purified on Ni2+-NTA agarose;
ATPase assays were carried out with 10 M ATP.
(F) In vitro motility of Myo1c. Wild-type and Y61G Myo1c were expressed with baculovirus, then purified with Ni2+-NTA agarose and actin
cycling. Motility assays were carried out using the following solutions: ATP, 2 mM ATP, 1 mM EGTA; NMB-ADP, 2 mM ATP, 250 M NMB-ADP,
1 mM EGTA; Ca2+, 2 mM ATP, 0.1 mM CaCl2; NMB-ATP, 2 mM NMB-ATP, 1 mM EGTA. Other components of motility solution were as described
previously (Gillespie et al., 1999). Filament rates were quantified and binned. Data were fit assuming one population of immobile filaments
and another population of moving filaments, with Gaussian-distributed velocities.say (Figure 5F). In the presence of 1 mM EGTA, wild- T
Ttype mouse Myo1c moved actin filaments at 12.4 ± 0.8
nm/s (mean ± SE; n = 323 filaments). As with the rat r
(mutant, mouse Y61G-Myo1c (25.0 ± 0.9 nm/s; n = 317)
moved actin filaments faster than wt. In the presence N
tof 2 mM ATP, NMB-ADP (250 M) had little effect on
WT-Myo1c motility (11.0 ± 0.3 nm/s; n = 363) but nearly c
tcompletely inhibited motility with Y61G-Myo1c (2.7 ±
0.1 nm/s; n = 494). i
Ca2+ slowed both wt (6.2 ± 0.3 nm/s; n = 329) and
Y61G (12.4 ± 1.1 nm/s; n = 243) Myo1c. The relative s
cfraction of immobile filaments was larger in each case;
we suggest that motors generate less force in the pres- d
cence of elevated Ca2+ and cannot overcome the load
imparted by ATP-insensitive myosin molecules (“dead- c
aheads”) distributed on the surface. Substituting NMB-
ATP for ATP also slowed translocation for wt (5.6 ± 0.3 (
wnm/s; n = 394) and Y61G (4.2 ± 0.6 nm/s; n = 87) Myo1c
(Figure 5F), perhaps because Myo1c generates less t
Aforce when NMB-ADP (the hydrolysis product) is bound.ransduction and Adaptation in Y61G Hair Cells
o determine the role of Myo1c in fast adaptation, we
ecorded transduction currents from Y61G hair cells
and C57BL/6 cells as a control) with or without 250 M
MB-ADP in the whole-cell recording pipette. When
he pipette contained a control solution, transduction-
urrent amplitudes in Y61G hair cells were similar to
hose in wild-type cells and were relatively stable dur-
ng dialysis (Figures 6A and 6B).
Adaptation in the fastest Y61G hair cells was sub-
tantially faster than that in the fastest CD-1 or C57BL/6
ontrol hair cells (Figure 6A). We fit rate-displacement
ata from individual cells with a linear regression and
ompared the slopes, which correspond to the rate
onstants (Figure 6C). We found that fast positive
daptation in Y61G hair cells was nearly twice as fast
16 cells; rate constant of 82 ± 19 s−1) than the pooled
ild-type hair cells (31 cells; 46 ± 8 s−1) or the geno-
yped-matched C57BL/6 hair cells (22 cells; 53 ± 6 s−1).
lthough this difference reached statistical significance
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Type Hair Cells
(A) Examples of transduction currents in wt and Y61G hair cells. In
both cases, a representative example (top) and the fastest cell in
the dataset (middle) are shown for cells filled with control dialysis
solutions. In the bottom row, representative cells dialyzed with 250
M NMB-ADP are shown.
(B) Total transduction currents for Y61G hair cells early (1–3 min)
and late (>3 min) during dialysis, with or without NMB-ADP.
**p < 0.005.
(C) Rate constants for fast positive adaptation using linear dis-
placement-rate fits. B6 = C57BL/6. *p = 0.11; **p < 0.001.
(D) Rate constants for slow positive adaptation using linear dis-
placement-rate fits. ***p < 0.0001.(p < 0.05) for the first comparison, it did not for the
second, presumably because of the relatively small
Y61G sample size and wide range of adaptation rates.
By contrast, the rate constant for slow positive adapta-
tion in Y61G hair cells (8.3 ± 0.8 s−1) was similar to that
in all wild-type cells (9.3 ± 1.2 s−1) or in C57BL/6 cells
(8.6 ± 0.7 s-1), as shown in Figure 6D. Because they
were determined with simple linear fits, these values
were smaller than those determined in Figure 2L.NMB-ADP Reduces Fast and Slow Adaptation
Rates in Y61G Hair Cells
The progressive block of adaptation by NMB-ADP in
Y61G hair cells was apparent in Xe(t) plots generated
by inferred-shift analysis (Figures 7A and 7B). To dis-
sect the effects of NMB-ADP on Y61G hair cells, we
averaged the Po, extent, τ, and rate data from 20 cells
for each displacement amplitude to generate average
responses (Figures 7C–7J). In Y61G hair cells, NMB-
ADP both broadened the current-displacement relation
(Figure 7C) and reduced the total extent of adaptation
(Figure 7D). By fitting individual current-displacement
data with a two-state Boltzmann model, we found that
broadening of the average curve was due to a large
variability in the midpoint (X0) of the individual curves,
rather than a significant change in their slopes (Z) (data
not shown). In addition, as noted previously (Holt et al.,
2002), maximum transduction current amplitudes de-
creased somewhat in Y61G hair cells (but not in C57BL/6
controls; data not shown) when NMB-ADP was in-
cluded in the pipette (Figure 6B). NMB-ADP had no sig-
nificant effects on transduction or adaptation in C57BL/6
control hair cells.
The rate constant for fast positive adaptation in Y61G
hair cells was greatly reduced by 250 M NMB-ADP
(Figures 6C and 7I). Averaging linear rate-displacement
fits, we found a rate constant for fast positive adapta-
tion of 16 ± 3 s−1, or one-fifth that of the same cells in
the absence of the nucleotide. Fast-adaptation rates
were significantly different when NMB-ADP was pres-
ent (p < 0.01) for the three largest displacement steps
(0.8, 1.4, and 2.0 m). The effect of NMB-ADP on fast
positive adaptation arose both from a 50% decrease in
final extent of fast adaptation (Figure 7E) and a 3-fold
increase in τfast (Figure 7G). Consistent with our previ-
ous result (Holt et al., 2002), NMB-ADP reduced the rate
constant for slow positive adaptation (to 3.1 ± 0.5 s−1;
Figures 6D and 7J). NMB-ADP thus blocks both fast
and slow positive adaptation in Y61G hair cells, sug-
gesting that Myo1c underlies both processes.
NMB-ADP Slows Negative Adaptation
As shown in Figures 8A and 8B, fast negative adapta-
tion in the nine Y61G hair cells we analyzed was about
one-third faster than in C57BL/6 controls (τ of 18 ± 3
ms and extent of 373 ± 81 nm in Y61G). Averaging re-
sults from individual cells, the initial rate of fast nega-
tive adaptation was 24 ± 6 m/s in Y61G hair cells. As
expected given the faster motility of Y61G-Myo1c (Fig-
ure 5F), slow negative adaptation was almost twice as
fast in Y61G hair cells (0.62 ± 0.17 m/s) as in wt (Fig-
ure 8C).
In seven cells analyzed, NMB-ADP slowed both the
fast exponential phase and the slow linear phase of
adaptation to negative displacements (Figure 8). The
effect of NMB-ADP on fast negative adaptation was
due to slowing of τ (to 68 ± 28 ms) and a decrease in
extent (to 164 ± 42 nm); averaging results from indi-
vidual cells, NMB-ADP reduced the initial rate to one-
sixth its control value, or 4 ± 2 m/s (Figure 8B). At 0.12 ±
0.07 m/s, slow negative adaptation was reduced by
NMB-ADP dialysis to one-fifth its control value (Figure
8C). Both fast and slow negative adaptation are thus
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iADP in Y61G Hair Cells
a(A and B) Progression of inhibition of adaptation in a Y61G hair cell
dialyzed with 250 M NMB-ADP. Responses to 1.8 m stimuli. t
(A) Transduction currents. Note slowing of adaptation. Times indi- p
cate minutes after establishment of the whole-cell configuration. a
(B) Extent of adaptation determined from data in (A) using inferred-
shift analysis. Double-exponential fits. Initial rates of fast adapta-
ttion: 60 m/s (0.7 min), 9.4 m/s (1.7 min), and 4.3 m/s (2.3 min).
FInitial rates of slow adaptation: 15 m/s, 8.6 m/s, and 3.8 m/s.
(C–J) Averaged data from 16 Y61G cells filled with a control solu- Y
tion (blue symbols) and 20 Y61G cells filled with 250 M NMB-ADP. i
Thick gray lines in (A)–(H) correspond to mouse control fits from i
Figure 2.
a(C) Current-displacement curves. Fits used Equation S9.
c(D) Total extent of adaptation. Fits used second-order polynomial
Afunctions.
(E) Fast adaptation extent. Linear fits for Y61G (slope, 0.51; R = t
0.99) and Y61G + NMB-ADP (slope, 0.29; R = 0.99). a
(F) Slow adaptation extent. Lines correspond to total extent minus f
fast extent. Open symbols correspond to slow adaptation parame-
Yters (same color scheme as in [A]).
(G) Fast adaptation time constant. Data for Y61G cells without
NMB-ADP were fit with a flat line (data not shown), giving a dis-
placement-independent time constant of 13 ms; data with NMB-
(ADP were fit with a flat line (τfast = 34 ms). Data from the smallest
rstimulus (0.2 m) were excluded due to uncertainty in assignment
mto fast or slow adaptation.
((H) Slow adaptation time constant. Data (except those from 0.2 m
Sstimulus) were fit with flat lines: for Y61G, τslow = 53 ms; for Y61G +
2NMB-ADP, τ = 129 ms.slow61G-Myo1c to adopt a conformation in which Ca
I) Fast adaptation rate. Data were fit with an equation of the form
ate = kfast × Xe(fast). The decrease in τ for large displacements
eans that the fast rate cannot be described by a single parameter.
J) Slow adaptation rate. As in Figure 2L, data were fit with Equation
8. In Y61G hair cells, kslow (rate constant for slow adaptation) was
5 s−1. For Y61G hair cells filled with NMB-ADP, k was 11 s−1.igure 8. Fast and Slow Negative Adaptation Are Slowed by NMB-
DP in Y61G Hair Cells
A) Negative adaptation from nine Y61G hair cells dialyzed with a
ontrol solution and seven Y61G hair cells dialyzed with 250 M
MB-ADP. Overshoots were converted to extent and fit with
ummed exponential and linear components as in Figure 4. Gray
ine is C57BL6 control data from Figure 4.
B) Fast (exponential) negative adaptation initial rates. **p < 0.05.
C) Slow (linear) negative adaptation rates. Y61G, 0.62 ± 0.17 m/s
n = 9); Y61G+NMB-ADP, 0.12 ± 0.07 m/s (n = 7).nhibited by NMB-ADP in Y61G hair cells, indicating
hat Myo1c activity is required for both.
iscussion
wo sets of experiments lead us to propose that fast
daptation in vestibular hair cells arises from the Ca2+-
nd tension-dependent release of a mechanical ele-
ent in series with the transduction channel. First, over
he narrow displacement range in which fast adaptation
roduces near-complete adaptation, the drive for slow
daptation was greatly reduced; this result is consis-
ent with fast and slow adaptation each decreasing gat-
ng-spring tension. Second, the extent of slow positive
daptation is inversely proportional to that of fast adap-
ation (Figure 3B); the channel-reclosure model instead
redicts a nonlinear, positive correlation between fast
nd slow extents.
Moreover, a second set of experiments suggests that
he molecule responsible for the fast release is Myo1c.
ast adaptation is faster in hair cells of homozygous
61G knockin mice under control conditions, suggest-
ng that the biochemical properties of Myo1c directly
nfluence the rate of fast adaptation. In addition, fast
daptation in Y61G mice slows to less than 20% of
ontrol in the presence of the selective inhibitor NMB-
DP. These observations suggest that the identity of
he nucleotide bound to the myosin influences the rates
nd amplitudes of mechanical transitions underlying
ast adaptation. We suggest that NMB-ADP induces
2+
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(A) Cartoon model. (Inset) Force (downward in diagram) rotates the lever arm (extended IQ domains that bind calmodulin molecules [CaMs]).
By reducing crossbridge stiffness, Ca2+ or NMB-ADP produces further rotation of lever arm under tension. During a positive deflection,
tension in the gating spring increases; entering Ca2+ triggers lever arm movement. Tension decreases, allowing channels to close. Slow
positive adaptation occurs as Myo1c molecules detach and reattach cyclically to further reduce tension (data not shown). During a negative
deflection, reduced gating spring tension (and reduction in intracellular Ca2+) allows the lever arm to rotate to the zero-force state, producing
fast negative adaptation. Tension increases modestly in the gating spring, but is not enough to reopen channels. Slow negative adaptation
occurs as Myo1c molecules detach and reattach cyclically to further increase tension (data not shown).
(B) Mechanical model. After Shepherd and Corey (1994). Kg, gating spring stiffness; Ke, extent spring stiffness; KMyo1c, myosin-actin cross-
bridge stiffness (diagrammed as release element); Ξm, adaptation-motor viscous element; Fm, adaptation-motor force generator; Xs, bundle
position; Ks, stereocilia spring stiffness; Kp, probe stiffness; Xp, probe displacement. Fm increases tension both on the gating spring and the
stereociliary springs when active, moving the bundle (Xs) to the rest point. Release of KMyo1c decreases tension in Kg, allowing channels
to close.
(C) Predicted effect of Ca2+ or NMB-ADP on force-displacement relationship for KMyo1c. We hypothesize that the spring becomes very
compliant for small displacements, but larger displacements re-engage the stiff spring. This behavior will resemble a pure release. The offset
between the two curves corresponds to Xe(fast), the release distance.cannot trigger fast adaptation (Figure 9). Taken to-
gether, these results suggest that Myo1c mechanical
activity is intimately associated with fast adaptation.
Using similar experiments with a transgenic mouse
line, we originally drew a different conclusion (Holt et
al., 2002). Although fast adaptation in hair cells ex-
pressing Y61G-Myo1c from a transgene occasionally
persisted in the presence of NMB-ADP (Holt et al.,
2002), the mutant myosin was present at a level sub-
stantially lower than that of wild-type Myo1c in those
cells. While the presence of a few Y61G Myo1c mole-
cules were sufficient to arrest the adaptation motor and
inhibit slow adaptation, a significant number of wild-
type Myo1c molecules were still available to undergo
the rapid conformational changes that underlie fast
adaptation. By contrast, the present experiments differ
in that no wild-type Myo1c molecules—which might
have carried out fast adaptation—were present in the
homozygous Y61G knockin mice used.
Are the properties of fast adaptation described here
similar to those of other preparations? Our data re-
quired division into fast and slow components for accu-
rate fitting, and fast adaptation in mouse utricle hair
cells is qualitatively similar in its features to that in frog
saccule hair cells. Others have also shown that fast
adaptation is similar in mouse and frog vestibular hair
cells (Vollrath and Eatock, 2003). Although the mechani-
cal behavior of mouse vestibular hair cells has yet to
be studied, fast adaptation in frog vestibular hair cells
is mechanically similar to that in the best-characterized
auditory preparation, hair cells of the turtle cochlea,
with speed being the main difference between prepara-tions (Fettiplace and Ricci, 2003). We therefore believe
that fast adaptation in mouse vestibular hair cells is
mechanistically similar to that in other hair cells, just
slower.
Slower fast adaptation in vestibular hair cells makes
physiological sense. The rate of fast adaptation corre-
lates well with the natural stimulus frequency encoded
by a given hair cell (Fettiplace and Ricci, 2003). Vestibu-
lar hair cells are sensitive to low frequencies, consistent
with their slow rates of adaptation; moreover, the wide
differences in adaptation rates between individual
mouse utricle hair cells likely reflects the broad range
of stimulus frequencies thought to be encoded by this
organ (Goldberg et al., 1990). Thus, even though fast
adaptation in vestibular hair cells is about two orders
of magnitude slower than that in cochlear outer hair
cells (Kennedy et al., 2003), this difference is not unex-
pected.
Model for Fast Adaptation
Bozovic and Hudspeth (2003) suggested that when a
hair bundle is subjected to an impulse transepithelial
electrical stimulus, driving a transient burst of Ca2+ into
a hair cell, Ca2+ lengthens a mechanical element in
series with the gating spring, causing an immediate
drop in tension and producing bundle movement in the
positive direction. The resulting reduction in tension al-
lows transduction channels to close, restoring some
tension in the gating springs and inducing a negative
bundle movement. This rebound movement would be
augmented when the release element shortens to its
resting state when [Ca2+] falls. Although the Bozovic
Neuron
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Smechanism allows successful modeling of the sponta-
neous mechanical activity of hair bundles (Martin et al., s
l2003). Specifically, Hudspeth and colleagues sug-
gested that Ca2+ could reduce the stiffness of Myo1c K
nmolecules tightly bound to actin (“crossbridges”), de-
noted in our model by KMyo1c (Figure 9B), to the point m
rwhere they become a significant compliance of the
transduction apparatus (Bozovic and Hudspeth, 2003; g
sMartin et al., 2003). A decrease in (linear) crossbridge
stiffness is less likely than a release, as the slope of m
Athe current-displacement curve would decrease as fast
adaptation proceeds, which is not seen. e
fWe instead propose a model combining these ideas:
fast adaptation occurs when Ca2+ changes the motor’s s
Astiffness nonlinearly, effectively producing a release.
How would changes in the stiffness of Myo1c cross- b
fbridges close channels? In models without significant
myosin-actin crossbridge compliance, the slope of the
dcurrent-displacement curve (Z) is proportional to the
gating-spring stiffness Kg (Hudspeth, 1992; Shepherd t
land Corey, 1994). By contrast, in the mechanical model
shown in Figure 9B, the size of the stimulus felt by the f
egating spring is reduced by the parallel combination of
Ke (the extent-spring) and KMyo1c, which in turn is in o
Cseries with the gating spring. Z is therefore proportional
to the effective gating-spring stiffness (Keff): m
m
d
Keff =
Kg(Ke + KMyo1c)
Kg + Ke + KMyo1c
(1) t
t
rAs KMyo1c decreases, so does Keff. In hypothetical
vdata plotted in Figure 9C, in the absence of Ca2+,
tKMyo1c (1/slope) is constant. As Ca2+ binds to cal-
Bmodulin light chains on Myo1c, the force-extension
icurve becomes nonlinear; with a constant force, the
motor switches from the rest curve to the Ca2+-bound
Ccurve and lengthens. Because the Ca2+-bound curve
bhas the same limiting slope for large displacements as
pthe rest curve, the current-displacement curve should
tnot change shape in response to larger stimuli. This
dmodel functionally predicts a release.
mOne of the attractive features of the release model is
pthat it predicts positive cooperativity when a bundle is
mdisplaced by a force stimulus. Within a single motor
pcomplex, as each Myo1c molecule releases, the stimu-
slus force previously stretching the myosin spring should
tredistribute to the remaining Myo1c molecules, making
cthem more likely to release. Then, as a substantial frac-
ation of the myosin molecules within the single motor
icomplex cooperatively release, the force in the con-
fnected gating spring would drop; that force would then
pbe redirected to other transduction channel complexes.
As a consequence, channels would open with smaller
sforces than would be required for a noncooperative
smechanism. Note that the channel-reclosure model
1makes the opposite prediction; as channels close, ex-
aerting force on the bundle, tension in the remaining gat-
fing springs will decline, reducing the likelihood that re-
cmaining channels will open.
bThe release model for fast adaptation is consistent
owith data from rat cochlear outer hair cells from Ken-
nedy et al. (2005), showing that fast adaptation coin- (ided with a large forward movement of a hair bundle.
pecifically, we suggest that the large forces they mea-
ured following fast adaptation occurred when the re-
ease allowed stored tension in the stereociliary spring
s to move the bundle in the positive direction. Ken-
edy et al. noted that their data can be explained by a
odel where a molecule in series with the gating spring
ocks to rapidly reduce tension. Although they sug-
ested that a myosin is not fast enough to carry out
uch a mechanism, that concern is relevant only if the
yosin must traverse through the remainder of its
TPase cycle to reprime itself for another mechanical
vent. In our model, the conformational changes re-
lecting fast adaptation are reversible and do not corre-
pond to irreversible state changes in the myosin-actin
TPase cycle; the speed of this mechanism is dictated
y Ca2+ binding and unbinding kinetics, as well as force
elt by the myosin.
By contrast, our interpretation conflicts with those
erived from mechanical measurements in turtle audi-
ory hair cells (Ricci et al., 2000, 2002) and frog vestibu-
ar hair cells (Cheung and Corey, 2005). Both groups
avor the channel-reclosure model, arguing that Ca2+
ntry makes the transduction channel more difficult to
pen. Both Ricci et al. (2000, 2002) and Cheung and
orey (2005) point to the correlation of negative bundle
ovement with channel reclosure to support this
odel. The release model also predicts this movement,
ue to the restoration of tension by closing transduc-
ion channels, but only if the size of the release is not
oo large. Moreover, close examination of mechanical
ecords from hair cells under low-Ca2+ conditions re-
eals a biphasic positive movement of the bundle prior
o the negative “twitch” or “recoil” (Ricci et al., 2000;
enser et al., 1996; Cheung and Corey, 2005), support-
ng the release model.
Also in apparent conflict with our data, Cheung and
orey (2005) demonstrated a force dependence of fast
undle movements elicited by a depolarization-hyper-
olarization protocol that cannot be explained quanti-
atively by a release model; their data are instead well
escribed by transduction channels requiring w3 pN
ore force to open them when Ca2+ binds. In their ex-
eriment, Ca2+ entry was driven by large changes in
embrane potential, rather than by channel gating,
ossibly accounting for the apparent conflict. Our re-
ults could be reconciled with theirs, however, if the
wo mechanisms coexisted in the same hair cell. Be-
ause the mechanical consequences of the two mech-
nisms oppose each other, differential timing of Ca2+-
nduced release and channel reclosure might allow
orce production in the proper direction at different
oints of an oscillatory stimulus.
Another complication to our model arises from data
uggesting that Ca2+ binding sites regulating fast and
low adaptation are >50 nm from each other (Wu et al.,
999). If Myo1c is responsible for both fast and slow
daptation, the two processes could result from dif-
erent Ca2+-occupancy states of the Myo1c-calmodulin
omplex (Gillespie and Cyr, 2004). Alternatively, mem-
rane lipids interacting with Myo1c could produce two
r more pools of Myo1c with different Ca2+ sensitivity
Hirono et al., 2004).
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NMB-ADP blocks fast adaptation, suggesting either
that the nucleotide prevents the movement that causes
fast adaptation or that it allows the movement to take
place prior to the stimulus. We suggest the latter:
bound NMB-ADP causes Y61G-Myo1c to adopt a me-
chanical state resembling the Ca2+-bound one (Figure
9A). If Myo1c crossbridges with bound NMB-ADP are
in a relaxed state prior to a stimulus, crossbridges
might be preadapted by resting tension, diminishing
the amplitude of Xe(fast) during a stimulus. Moreover, re-
laxed crossbridges would be unable to sustain as much
force as stiff ones, explaining why the resting Po did
not increase in Y61G hair cells dialyzed with NMB-ADP,
in contrast with earlier experiments involving dialysis of
ADP or ADPβS (Gillespie and Hudspeth, 1993). Slow-
ing of Y61G-mediated actin-filament translocation with
NMB-ATP relative to ATP is consistent with this model;
compliant crossbridges, those with the hydrolysis prod-
uct NMB-ADP bound, would generate less force than
stiff ones, slowing movement of filaments in this assay.
Inhibition of Slow Adaptation by NMB-ADP
NMB-ADP reduces the rate of slow adaptation in Y61G
hair cells to w50% of control, a surprising result given
our previous analysis of transgenic mice (Holt et al.,
2002). Three factors may contribute to the smaller ef-
fect observed with the homozygous knockin mutants,
however. First, the inferred-shift analysis used here may
provide a more quantitative separation of fast and slow
adaptation than the transduction-current fitting used in
the previous work. Second, because fast adaptation
slows substantially with NMB-ADP, tension will remain
high for a longer time, driving the slow mechanism
more forcefully. Third, and most importantly, if fast and
slow adaptation are not mechanistically independent
processes, but instead are two phases of Myo1c mech-
anochemical activity, our separation of them may be ar-
tificial.
We see no evidence for the participation of other my-
osin isoforms in slow (or fast) adaptation. The rates of
slow linear negative adaptation (“climbing adaptation”)
are consistent with this conclusion; after correction for
the mechanical gain γ, adaptation rates were 19 and 31
nm/s for wt and Y61G adaptation, very close to the val-
ues obtained in the in vitro motility assay (12 and 25
nm/s). These values are not in conflict with the higher
values determined previously (Holt et al., 2002); that
analysis did not distinguish between fast and slow
phases of negative adaptation, so the rates determined
there were dominated by the fast phase.
Mechanism of Myo1c Fast Conformational Change
As pointed out by Batters et al. (2004b), the Myo1c fast-
adaptation behavior is reminiscent of that of muscle
subjected to rapid release and stretch (Huxley and Sim-
mons, 1971). In muscle, force redevelops rapidly in re-
sponse to transient tension changes because myosin
carries its working stroke forward to release or reverses
the working stroke to stretch. Fast positive adaptation
thus could correspond to reversal of the Myo1c power
stroke as the myosin rocks backward while still at-
tached to actin. Nevertheless, fast adaptation is signifi-cantly different from Huxley-Simmons behavior; the
mechanism in hair cells depends on Ca2+ and is sub-
stantially slower—at least in the vestibular hair cells
studied here—than that of muscle (τ = w1 ms). The re-
sponse of hair cells to negative deflections may be
identical to the Huxley-Simmons response to rapid
muscle shortening, however. We similarly interpret the
fast phase as resulting from myosin-actin crossbridges
reorienting rapidly prior to detachment, and the slow
phase as cyclic movement of myosin along actin fila-
ments.
Size of the Fast-Adaptation Release
After scaling the amplitudes of positive and negative
extent by γ, the geometric gain, the fast positive release
in both frog and mouse corresponds to w40 nm and
the fast negative movement to w15 nm. These values
are much larger than the movements of single Myo1c
molecules in vitro (maximum w7 nm; Batters et al.,
2004a). There are several reasons why these values
might appear to be inconsistent. First, an extended tail
domain or interacting protein could increase the effec-
tive length of the lever arm, amplifying myosin move-
ments. Second, our assumption that Myo1c molecules
are arranged in parallel could be inaccurate; a series
arrangement of Myo1c molecules would also increase
the movement. Third, if a fraction of the myosin mole-
cules detached from actin, extent would increase; this
distance could be larger than movements within a sin-
gle myosin molecule.
Finally, in vitro measurements of Myo1c movements
are done under low tension, unlike the situation in the
adaptation motor. If Myo1c has a linear stiffness of 0.5
mN/m (Batters et al., 2004a), ten attached Myo1c mole-
cules (Gillespie and Cyr, 2004) would each be extended
by w4 nm following a 400 nm stimulus (20 pN imparted
through a gating-spring stiffness of 1 mN/m, after cor-
recting for geometrical gain). If Ca2+ binding reduces
Myo1c stiffness by a factor of 5 and the Myo1c spring
is linearly elastic over that range, the extension could
increase to w20 nm. Because our data are more con-
sistent with a release than a change in linear stiffness,
we suggest a different mechanism: in the absence of
Ca2+, the neck-head junction is stiff; Ca2+ binding to
calmodulin attached to IQ1 causes a conformational
change that renders the neck-head junction flaccid (Gil-
lespie and Cyr, 2004), effectively causing a release (Fig-
ure 9A). Consistent with this hypothesis, structural
studies show that this region of myosin is particularly
flexible (Gourinath et al., 2003).
Conclusions
Our experiments thus suggest that fast adaptation in
vestibular hair cells occurs when a mechanical ele-
ment, which we propose is Myo1c, rapidly releases. As
the hair bundle is strung like a bow, with the stereocili-
ary pivot spring extended (Hudspeth, 1992), release of
the gating spring allows relatively large forces to be
generated at the tip of the hair bundle. If this release
mechanism involving Myo1c holds for fast adaptation
in cochlear hair cells, Myo1c may also play a critical
role in cochlear amplification; the speed of this mecha-
nism is only limited by how fast Ca2+ increases and
Neuron
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ding kinetics of the ion for the release site.
f
(Experimental Procedures
g
AElectrophysiology
g
Whole-cell recording and mechanical stimulation for isolated frog
o
saccule hair cells were carried out exactly as described previously
(Hirono et al., 2004). Recording and stimulation of mouse utricle
t
hair cells in intact epithelia were carried out using methods similar
t
to those previously described (Holt et al., 2002). Sensory epithelia
u
were excised from P0–P7 mice in MEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
a
supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
n
To remove the otolithic membrane, the tissue was bathed for 20
n
min in 0.1 mg/ml protease XXIV (Sigma) dissolved in MEM plus 10
mM HEPES (pH 7.4). The tissue was mounted onto a glass cover-
Mslip and held flat by two glass fibers; the coverslip was mounted
Win an experimental chamber on a fixed-stage upright microscope
B(Axioskop FS; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and viewed with a 63×
Mwater-immersion objective with differential interference contrast
(optics.
rElectrophysiological recordings were performed in an artificial
1perilymph solution that contained (in mM): 137 NaCl, 5.8 KCl, 10
1HEPES, 0.7 NaH2PO4, 1.3 CaCl2, 0.9 MgCl2, and 5.6 D-glucose, svitamins and amino acids as in MEM (Invitrogen), pH 7.4 and 311
umOsm/kg. Recording electrodes (from R-6 soda lime glass, Garner
rGlass, Claremont, CA; 3–5 M) were filled with (in mM): 135 KCl, 5
6EGTA-KOH, 5 HEPES, 2.5 Na2ATP, 2.5 MgCl2, and 0.1 CaCl2; this csolution was pH 7.4 and 284 mOsm/kg. NMB-ADP was synthesized
mas described (Gillespie et al., 1999) and added to the internal solu-
tion to a final concentration of 250 M.
Hair cells were stimulated by drawing the kinocilium into a pi-
Spette filled with extracellular solution (Holt et al., 2002), holding the
Tkinocilium fixed using a constant pressure applied with a pressure-
wclamp device (ALA Scientific Instruments HSPC-1). To reduce me-
chanical biases introduced by positioning the stimulus pipette, we
Aadjusted the resting open probability to w0.05. Movement of the
stimulus pipette was driven by a piezoelectric device that had a
S10%–90% rise time of 0.6 ms. During experiments, stimulation was
Jmonitored by video microscopy using a CCD camera (Hamma-
Dmatsu, Japan), and data were excluded if there was any indication
of probe slippage, which was also apparent from transduction rec-
ords. R
We recorded from hair cells using the whole-cell, tight-seal tech- R
nique using an Axopatch 700A Multiclamp amplifier (Axon Instru- A
ments, Foster City, CA). Cells were held at −64 mV; transduction P
currents were filtered at 1 kHz with a low-pass Bessel filter, digi-
tized at R5 kHz with a 12 bit acquisition board (Digidata 1322A), R
and collected using pClamp 8.2 software (Axon Instruments). The
clamp time constant in mouse was 0.15 ± 0.05 ms (n = 28) and in A
frog was 0.16 ± 0.01 ms (n = 12); series resistance compensation a
was not used.
BAll data are reported as mean ± SEM and are in tip coordinates
Runless otherwise noted. Statistical tests used the two-tailed Stu-
fdent’s t test assuming equal variance. Data analysis is described
1in Supplemental Data.
B
AGeneration of Y61G Knockin Mice
cWe generated the targeting construct using a 6.5 kbp Not I–Pst I
Sfragment of the BamH I genomic clone described previously (Holt
Bet al., 2002). Tyrosine 61 was converted to glycine by changing the
acodon to GGA; to permit efficient screening, we added additional
csilent mutations w30 bp from the Y61G mutation. The neomycin-
resistance positive selection cassette, flanked with loxP sites, was B
inserted into a Nhe I site located in the large intron between exons e
4 and 5 (see diagram in Holt et al., 2002). The short homology arm s
was thus w0.5 kb and the long arm w3 kb. We also added a nega-
C
tive selection cassette containing the diphtheria toxin gene, out-
t
side the region of homology. ES cells (129S4 clone) were electro-
Cporated with the targeting construct, and two positive clones were
ridentified by PCR and Southern blot screening. Clones were in-
jected into blastocysts, and one chimeric mouse was identified that D
Rtransmitted the mutation to subsequent generations.Animals heterozygous for the floxed allele were bred to the Cre
eleter mouse, which expresses Cre recombinase ubiquitously
rom the two-cell stage using the human cytomegalovirus promoter
Schwenk et al., 1995). Experiments described here used homozy-
ous Y61G mice with or without the loxP-Neo cassette present.
lthough Neo can act in cis to suppress expression of nearby
enes (Pham et al., 1996), we found no evidence of that effect in
ur experiments.
The Y61G mice were backcrossed to C57BL/6J (>10 genera-
ions). Although C57BL/6 mice suffer age-related hearing loss due
o the ahl1 mutation of cadherin 23, our experiments exclusively
sed early postnatal mouse pups with no hearing loss (Keithley et
l., 2004). We confirmed that Y61G and C57BL/6 control mice had
ormal auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) at >21 days (data
ot shown).
yo1c Biochemistry
e generated recombinant wt and Y61G baculoviruses using the
aculoDirect system (Invitrogen) and coinfected Sf9 cells with
yo1c and calmodulin viruses at a multiplicity of infection of 4:2
Gillespie et al., 1999). Myo1c was purified by Ni2+-NTA chromatog-
aphy and, for in vitro motility, by actin cycling (Gillespie et al.,
999). ATPase activity was measured using [γ-32P]ATP (Pollard,
982). In vitro motility activity was measured as previously de-
cribed (Gillespie et al., 1999) except that images were captured
sing a Photometrics CoolSnap CCD camera on a Nikon 800 up-
ight microscope using a 100×, 1.40 NA lens; MetaMorph (version
.1r4; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) was used to control the
amera and analyze filament movement (using the Track Objects
odule).
upplemental Data
he Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
ww.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/47/4/541/DC1/.
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